RICCINI AT GEOFLUID 2014
Innovation as a tradition:
one of the most expected innovations
in the world of plastic pipes will be
displayed at the Riccini booth

The presence of one of the most interesting and expected innovations in the field of plastic pipes
is confirmed as we speak at Geofluid 2014.
Another innovation in the very wide RICCINI range of products will be presented to the public at
the Stand 18, Hall 1 Lane A during the imminent Drilling and Foundations Exhibition taking place
next October 1-4 at the Piacenza Fairgrounds in northern Italy.

The Riccini booth at the 2012 edition of Geofluid

Our Company’s presence is traditional and well-consolidated, thanks to the remarkable
appreciation of the audience towards our products
“Innovation as a tradition” says the title: as a matter of fact, since its very early times Riccini has
never stopped renewing and innovating its range, never losing sight of its values and philosophy,
based on quality, reliability, loyalty, competence and professionalism.
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Our motto is actually our mission
“Our task is to simplify your work”
It’s not a simple slogan to us, it is a real commitment; in order to uphold it we’re always
attentive to the market requirements and the professionals in the various fields who benefit
from the very wide range of RICCINI products
Once again, starting from this point and from our constant strive for research and
innovation, we have featured a product that’s innovative but at the same time simple
and advantageous under all viewpoints.
Other than the newborn product, on which we will provide more details with the next
newsletters, during Geofluid you will find at the Riccini booth:
- ecopozzo in high modulus polypropylene(HMPP) with triple-layer wall, totally toxic-free with
socket or thread. Ecopozzo, suited for thermal waters (even very hot) is complete with
accessories and special parts in order to satisfy every need:

From left to right: threaded Ecopozzo, the three layers of the Ecopozzo wall, socket junction (here with rivet fixing)

- the Riccini drainage pipes, amongst which the ever appreciated HDPE structured
double-walled drenofilter,
drenofilter pre-coated with rotproof synthetic fiber in non-woven fabric;
environmentally compatible, and fast to install (even with dedicated machines); the
range of Riccini drainage pipes includes ancery simple between the Drenobar bars and
the Drenocor non-coated rolls.

Left side: Drenofilter Riccini, rapid and simple
to install, environmentally compatible,
reliable, long-lasting.
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- Slotted Pipes the utilization of last-generation machinery
enables to produce slotted and micro-slotted pipes in PP; PE
and PVC with structured wall, triple wall or full wall in a
complete range including the major diameters.
The Riccini slotting technology are applicable, for instance, to
the Riccini Kingcor pipes, like to the triple-layer walled pipes or
full-walled pipes for drainage works,
collection of leachate, waste biogas captation, disposal of
waste materials, vertical systems of captation and drawing of
deep waters from artesian aquifers, subhorizontal drains….

Riccini Slotted Pipes: from top to
bottom, Ecopozzo, TriPPlo+,
Fluid, Kingcor, Polier

-polier
polier there are news also for the 3rd generation POLIER pipe in HDPE- PE100, reliable, safe,
versatile, that finds application in the production of geothermal probes and in the field of
no-dig technologies: the rande has been widened up to the 315-mm diameter in order to
provide a more complete service.

From left to right: some pictures of coils and bars of Polier
Below: pictures of utilizations of Polier in no-dig technology application and terminals of geothermal probes featured
with Polier

If you have a thousand needs…you only need one solution!
You will find out that the solution has a name: Riccini!
See you in Piacenza!
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